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Privacy-Preserving QoS Forecasting in Mobile
Edge Environments
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Abstract—Mobile Edge Computing is an emerging technology offering low latency responses by deploying edge servers near mobile
devices. We propose a novel privacy-preserving QoS forecasting approach – Edge-Laplace QoS (QoS forecasting with Laplace noise
in mobile Edge environments) to address the challenges of user mobility and information leakage encountered by QoS forecasting in
mobile edge environments. Edge-Laplace QoS is able to accurately and efficiently forecast Quality of Service (QoS) of various Web
Services, while effectively protecting user privacy in mobile edge environments. We employ an improved differential privacy method to
add dynamic disguises to the original QoS data in the edge environment to protect user data privacy. A collaborative filtering method is
adopted to retrieve similar users’ accessing records based on geographic locations of their accessed servers for QoS forecasting. We
conduct a set of experiments using several public network data sets. The results show that the efficiency of Edge-Laplace QoS is
superior to traditional forecasting approaches. Edge-Laplace QoS is also validated to be more suitable for edge environments than
traditional privacy-preserving approaches.

Index Terms—Moving edge, mobile devices, quality of service, user privacy, geographic location, differential privacy, fast edge
forecasting.
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1 INTRODUCTION

MOBILE devices are increasingly being used as the
medium of choice to conduct business activities [1].

Likewise, cloud computing is by and large the way busi-
nesses and individuals manage their data and conduct their
computations [2], [3]. Web services are frequently used as
the main abstraction to organize and access resources on the
Web [4]. Web service developers typically publish similar
functionalities pertaining to different Web services [5]. Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) is usually the non-functional criterion
that is used to select Web services with similar functionali-
ties [6], [7]. Common QoS parameters include response time,
throughput, cost, etc. [8]. Online personalized QoS forecasting
provides an important basis for users to select and recom-
mend suitable Web services in a dynamic network environ-
ment [9], [10], [11], [12]. Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
is an emerging technology [13]. It offers short response
time and fast processing speed by deploying edge servers
close to mobile devices to ensure the delivery of reliable
services. However, the use of mobile edge servers poses new
challenges including data privacy and security [14]. In this
instance, collaborative filtering techniques running on edge
servers are used to speed up the selection process and avoid
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going back to the cloud servers.
There has been a large body of research in the area of

Web services QoS prediction via collaborative filtering [12],
[15], [16], [17], [18]. Most collaborative filtering methods
predict un-invoked service QoS by using similar users’
historical data. The major research directions in this area
include personalized recommendation [19], local neighbor-
hood matrix factorization [20], context sensitive [21] and
privacy-preserving QoS prediction [22]. However, these
approaches are largely suitable for services in traditional
environments [15]. They will probably meet two major
challenges in the mobile edge environment: 1) context-
sensitively and accurately forecasting edge service QoS values,
and 2) preventing users’ personal QoS information disclosure in
the collaborative filtering process [23]. The following scenario
explains the two challenges.

Cloud

A BS1

Bob Bob

S2
S3

Fig. 1: Service invocation scenario in mobile edge computing

Assume that a user Bob who is on a bus and has been
watching a YouTube video by accessing edge server S1 in
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edge region A. As Fig. 1 depicts, Bob’s bus is moving to
edge region B, where YouTube can be accessed from several
different edge servers (i.e., S2 and S3). Now the question is
to choose the right edge server enabling Bob to continuously
access the same YouTube video with similar quality (e.g.,
resolution). This requires us to forecast the average QoS
of these edge servers for provisioning the YouTube video
service during the time period that Bob is in edge region
B. Now these servers do not contain the historical QoS
data of Bob for accessing the YouTube video. The traditional
way of forecasting is to reference Bob’s historical QoS data
for accessing the video in other servers, e.g., the historical
QoS of the video provisioning in server S1. However, the
historical QoS data in server S1 is no longer valid for the
forecasting. This results from the change of the edge region
and the corresponding environment (e.g., bandwidth or
network traffic). Therefore, these servers need to reference
their local users’ historical QoS data with respect to the
video provisioning. This however causes the leakage of
these users’ private information.

We summarize the problems of Web service QoS fore-
casting in the mobile edge environment as follows:

i). Traditional QoS forecasting approaches may cause users’
personal QoS information leakage. Users in the same region of
an edge usually invoke services from the same base station.
Therefore, these users can be viewed as being affiliated to
similar edge environments (i.e., similar available bandwidth
and network traffic). Similarly, users in different regions
may be affiliated to different edge environments [13]. Real-
time movement of user locations leads to changes in the
edge environment and invalidates historical data, with more
mobile users invoking services on the edge. This makes it
necessary to constantly search for similar users with the
purpose of QoS forecasting. This process lead to the leak-
age of many users’ personal QoS information. Therefore,
QoS forecasting based on privacy-preserving has significant
research impact.

ii). Context-sensitive similar user searching is a bottleneck
for QoS forecasting in the mobile edge environment. During
the forecasting process, it is difficult to find similar users
due to the real-time differences in regional environments
(i.e., base stations, available bandwidth or network traffic)
and service data (i.e., response time, throughput, reliability
or cost). At present, most similarity calculation methods
are relatively static and purely based on historical data.
They do not consider the impact of environmental and real
time differences on selecting similar users. Therefore, these
methods are inapplicable for the edge environment.

We propose a novel privacy-preserving Web service
QoS forecasting approach in the mobile edge environment,
abbreviated as Edge-Laplace QoS (QoS forecasting with
Laplace noise in Mobile Edge Environments). An edge
region is divided into several geographic locations to ob-
tain the precise edge QoS data information and adapt to
the dynamic edge environment. The improved differential
privacy method with the function of constant noise value
updating is used to disguise the dynamic and variable edge-
end services, and realize the QoS forecasting with edge-
end privacy protection. In general, the contributions of this
paper mainly include the following three aspects:

• We design a privacy-preserving solution for personal QoS
information protection in the mobile edge environment.
Laplace noise is added into the context-sensitive
QoS data to realize the edge disguising, where the
noise is continuously and dynamically generated by
the differential privacy method [24]. The Laplace
mechanism smartly uses the disguised data for user
similarity calculation, which not only effectively pro-
tects user privacy but also ensures a high forecasting
accuracy relatively.

• We devise a novel QoS forecasting method for the mo-
bile edge environment. A collaborative filtering based
method [15] is employed to search for similar users
in close distances and obtain their disguised QoS
data for forecasting. This method locates the edge
server being accessed by the queried user as the
center and adopts the distances between the center
and other servers as radii. The scope is continuously
expanded accordingly to find similar users in other
edge servers to obtain their historical QoS accessing
records. Every time when similar users are searched,
the up-to-date values of the service attributes will be
acquired from the users to ensure the data freshness.

• We particularly design a series of experiments for evalu-
ating the proposed Edge-Laplace QoS approach based on
pubic data sets. The experiments validate the influ-
ence of edge region partition and noise updating on
forecasting and the effectiveness of scope expansion
to find similar users in the mobile edge environ-
ment. The experimental results also show that Edge-
Laplace QoS achieves the goal of user privacy pro-
tection, while ensuring higher forecasting accuracy
compared with other approaches.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 surveys state-of-the-art QoS forecasting approaches
and some privacy protection studies, and also discusses
their limitations. Section 3 gives the background used by
our approach. Section 4 presents the details of our approach.
Section 5 analyzes the experimental results based on several
public data sets. Section 6 concludes the paper and plans
our future work.

2 RELATED WORK
Existing QoS forecasting approaches can primarily be cate-
gorized into personalized recommendation based [16], [17],
local neighborhood matrix factorization based [20], context-
sensitive based [21], and privacy protection based [22], [25],
[26], [27] according to the underlying theories.

Collaborative filtering Web service QoS forecasting ap-
proaches collect QoS information by means of user con-
tribution mechanisms. They use hybrid methods to pre-
dict QoS information. Zheng et al. [17] designed a WSRec
algorithm. WSRec calculates different information weights
based on user similarity and service similarity. It estab-
lishes a novel hybrid recommendation method. The QoS
forecasting method based on local neighborhood matrix
factorization combines domain knowledge of artificial intel-
ligence. It proposes a two-level selection mechanism. This
method reduces the impact of data information missing
to a certain extent. Nevertheless, it is only designed for
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traditional environments without considering the dynamic
feature of mobile edge computing. Wei et al. [20] proposed a
personalized QoS forecasting approach. This approach can
identify a group of neighbors that have high correlations
with the target user. It establishes an extension matrix based
on geographic information. However, it only considers local
heterogeneous resources. This is unsuitable for a distributed
environment. The context-aware QoS forecasting method
considers the complexity of service invocation. It simulates
the interactions between users and service environments.
Wu et al. [21] made full use of implicit and explicit context
factors in QoS data. They proposed a context-dependent
matrix factorization QoS forecasting method. The proposed
approach only considers the spatial context factors. It cannot
be applied to the forecasting environment considering time
and other factors.

Privacy protection oriented QoS forecasting approaches
have the function of users’ raw data protection. Qi et al. [22]
employed a local sensitive hash privacy protection based
service recommendation approach to obtain a balance be-
tween service accuracy, privacy protection and high effi-
ciency. This approach is only suitable for single-dimensional
service quality. However, service quality is usually dynamic
and multidimensional. Zhang et al. [25] adopted a scal-
able big data multi-dimensional anonymization approach
for distributed systems. This approach can significantly
improve scalability and time-efficiency of the multidimen-
sional scheme over existing approaches. Nevertheless, this
approach mainly targets big data mining platforms. It is
unsuitable for user service quality forecasting and recom-
mendation. Shahriar et al. [26] proposed a personalized Web
service recommendation approach enhanced by location-
aware privacy protection. A privacy protection protocol was
proposed. It realizes privacy protection by encrypting QoS
and hiding locations. However, the forecasting accuracy
is unpromising. Liu et al. [27] devised a QoS forecasting
method based on differential privacy. This method can dis-
guise the original data by adding noises. It is only suitable
for the general environment. It cannot be applied to the edge
environment with short timeliness and high change rates.
The edge server is deployed between a mobile client and a
neighboring mobile server in the mobile edge environment.
When the mobile web browser sends a request to the URL
page, the edge server first intercepts it to analyze the user
behavior to improve the QoS. Therefore, how to accurately
predict QoS values before invoking services is an important
issue in mobile edge service recommendation. Wang et
al. [23] proposed a QoS forecasting service recommendation
technique based on collaborative filtering in a mobile edge
environment. This method directly uses user’s historical
data to forecast without considering the user’s privacy.

Existing privacy protection studies also focus on security
verification, assurance and certification [28], [29]. Lin et
al. [30] developed a comprehensive mobile provable data
possession scheme to determine the integrity and avail-
ability of outsourced data. This scheme bases on a hash
tree structure and a boneh-lynn-shacham short signature
scheme to support the dynamic and stateless outsourc-
ing verication. Searchable encryption technologies emerge
to address the problem of searching ciphertext in cloud
servers. Sun et al. [31] proposed an attribute-based keyword

search scheme with an efficient user revocation function.
This scheme allows multiple data owners to independently
encrypt their data and outsource their data to cloud servers.
Data users can generate their own search functions without
relying on third-party agencies. The locations of mobile
users are dynamic in mobile edge computing. Handover
authentication is an authentication transfer technology to
address authentication of users with high mobility. He et
al. [32] recently introduced a handover authentication pro-
tocol for mobile wireless networks. The protocol employs
identity-based public key cryptography to meet the security
and privacy requirements of the handover authentication.
Current assurance techniques increasingly rely on model-
based verication. However, these techniques fall short on
provisioning sound solutions for continuous evaluation on
the validity and correctness of their assessment. He et al. [33]
presented a trustworthy cloud certication scheme based on
continuous model verication. This scheme considers model-
ing time, execution probability, conguration constraints and
attack flows based on service execution traces.

There is no privacy protection aware QoS prediction
approach in the MEC environment at present, according to
our literature survey.

3 PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Mobile Edge Computing

Mobile edge computing (MEC) is regarded as the key tech-
nology and architectural concept of transition to 5G [34].
MEC is promoting the convergence of cloud computing
platforms and mobile networks in traditional centralized
data centers. This is enabled by ”sinking” services and func-
tions originally located in cloud data centers to the edges
of mobile networks, and providing computing, storage, net-
work and communication resources at the edges of mobile
networks [35]. Additionally, mobile network operators can
open more network information and network congestion
control functions to third-party developers through the
MEC technology, and allow them to provide users with
more applications and services. The architecture of edge
computing is shown in Fig. 2.

Core Infrastructure

Core

Edge

Edge Data Center

Edge Network

Mobile Terminals

Fig. 2: Architecture of edge computing
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3.2 Differential Privacy

Differential privacy is different from traditional cryptosys-
tems in terms of strict attack modes. It gives a strict quanti-
tative definition for privacy leakage. Users can obtain max-
imum privacy protection while ensuring data availability
basing on the concept of differential privacy. The biggest
advantage of this technique is that, the noise required for
interference is independent on the original data, although
the data is distorted after processing. A higher degree of
privacy protection can be implemented by inserting a small
amount of noises into the data [36]. The differential privacy
method is still regarded as the most strict and robust privacy
protection mode among many similar techniques, such as
k-anonymization and l-diversity privacy protection. This
results from its solid mathematical argumentation basis [24].
Laplace mechanism is a way of implementing differential
privacy [37]. We employ Laplace mechanism in our ap-
proach to generate dynamic noises for the original QoS data
in the edge environment to protect user data privacy.

3.2.1 Security Definition

If data sets D1 and D2 differ in at most one element, and the
service set S ⊆ range (k), then a random function K defines
ε - the differential privacy. It can be expressed as:

Pr[K(D1 ∈ S)]

Pr[K(D2 ∈ S)]
≤ exp(ε) (1)

where Pr[.] indicates a probability space. Generally the
privacy parameter ε is greater than 0. A higher ε yields a
stronger privacy guarantee.

The implementation of differential privacy is featured
with data randomness, e.g., Laplace noise. This is due to the
fact that differential privacy is defined in probabilities.

3.2.2 Laplace Mechanism

Differential privacy was originally proposed by Dwork et al.
[37]. It is achieved by adding random noise to a distribution
function, such as Laplace distribution. A random variable
satisfies Laplace distribution if it satisfies the probability
density function distribution of the following equation:

f (x|µ, b) =
1

2b
exp(−|x− µ|

b
) (2)

where µ and b are respectively the positional parameter and
the scale parameter. We make µ = 0 to simplify the func-
tion calculation. This distribution can then be viewed as a
symmetric exponential distribution with standard deviation√

2b. The distribution of the probability density function
with different b values is shown in Fig. 3.

We use Laplace distribution to increase the noise. Let b =
∆f/ε, the noise can be expressed as:

Laplace(∆f/ε) (3)

where ∆f is the global sensitivity that represents the ex-
treme difference between attribute value column vectors
[24], and ε is the privacy parameter.
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Fig. 3: Probability density function

3.3 Similarity Measure Method

Given a recommendation system consisting of m users and
n services, the relationship between users and services is
usually represented by a matrix of m × n, in which each
record rm,n represents a vector of QoS attribute values, such
as response time, throughput, failure rate, etc.

Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) [38], [39] is one of
the most common similarity calculation methods in rec-
ommendation systems. It is easy to implement and has
high possibility to obtain high precision. We use PCC in
our approach for user similarity calculation based on the
disguised data. PCC is often used to define the similarity
between users u and v based on their invoked services
in user-based collaborative filtering of Web services. The
calculation formula1 is:

Sim(u, v) =

∑
si∈S(ru,i − r̄u)(rv,i − r̄v)√∑

si∈S(ru,i − r̄u)2
∑

si∈S(rv,i − r̄v)2
(4)

where service set S is a collection of services invoked jointly
by user u and user v, ru,i and rv,i respectively denote the
QoS value of service i invoked by user u and user v, and r̄u
and r̄v respectively represent the average value of service set
S invoked by user u and user v. Service similarity Sim(u,v)
is within the interval [0,1] in this definition. The larger the
value, the greater the similarity [17].

PCC tends to overestimate the similarity between users
with similar characteristics in the actual calculation process.
This is because the base number of their invoked services
is small and they have similar QoS history records on
commonly invoked Web services [40]. In order to solve
such problems, this research adopts the improved similarity
weight method to reduce the impact of a few co-invoked
services. An equation for different user similarity calculation
is defined as follows to improve PCC:

Sim′(u, v) =
2× |Iu ∩ Iv|
|Iu|+ |Iv|

Sim(u, v) (5)

where Iu and Iv separately represent the number of services
invoked by user u and user v. A new similarity value is
calculated according to the number of services respectively
invoked by user u and user v and the number of same
services invoked by user u and user v.

1. https://www.spss-tutorials.com/pearson-correlation-coefficient
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4 THE EDGE-LAPLACE QOS APPROACH
The workflow of Edge-Laplace QoS is outlined in Sec-
tion 4.1. The three steps of Edge-Laplace QoS are introduced
in details in Section 4.2, Section 4.3 and Section 4.4.

4.1 Overview of Edge-Laplace QoS

We propose a privacy-preservation oriented QoS forecasting
method (Edge-Laplace QoS) in the mobile edge environ-
ment. Edge-Laplace QoS works towards the goals of privacy
preservation and accurate and efficient edge QoS forecast-
ing. The system workflow is shown in Fig. 4. It is mainly
divided into three steps:

Edge location info 

and QoS data
collect

Latitude and  

Longitude info

Step 1

Edge location info,QoS data collection and processing

Step 2

Data disguising, 

find similar users Step 3  Edge QoS forecasting 

  Judge the

central server 

 values Y

N

QoS traditional 

data

Locate Edge 

location point 

Be divided into 

different edge servers

Edge server-QoS data 

integrated dataset

Obtain the distribution 

of edge servers

Add the  

constantly updated 

Laplace noise

Disguised 

edge data 

Find similar 

users/edges 

Basing on similar 

edges forecasting

Basing on history 

values forecasting

Edge QoS 

forecasting result 

Select similar 

users based on 

optimal distance

Fig. 4: Edge-Laplace QoS overview

1) Edge location information and QoS data collection and
processing. First, the distribution of the edge servers is
obtained according to the latitude and longitude values
of their geographic locations. Next, the traditional data
set is fused with the edge server data to form the user-
service integrated data set in the edge environment.
Here we use the scenario of Bob in Fig. 1 as an example.
First, we obtain the locations of the two edge regions.
Next, we fuse the QoS attribute values of the services
accessed by users in the two regions (e.g., the QoS data
of Bob watching the YouTube video) together with the
edge server locations to form a user-service integrated
edge data set.

2) Data disguising and similar user searching. The updated
noise value is added into the original data to obtain the
disguised edge data set after obtaining the edge data set
in Step 1. Next, similar users are retrieved in the circled
area centered at the edge server being accessed with
the continually expanded radius. This step will be ter-
minated once the prediction error reaches its minimum.
The historical data of the users who previously accessed
the central server is therefore retrieved. In Bob’s exam-
ple, the updated noise value is added into the QoS data
in edge region B. The servers in edge region B can
search for other users’ disguised historical QoS data
with respect to the YouTube video provisioning, e.g.,
continuous diffusion searching within a radius of 100
m. Bob can only observe other users’ disguised data in
edge region B during this process.

3) Edge QoS forecasting. The forecasting mode is deter-
mined by whether or not the central server contains
the historical data. If it does, the forecasting is based

on the historical data of the central server using the
collaborative filtering technique; otherwise the histori-
cal data of the similar users obtained in Step 2 will be
used to predict QoS based on the collaborative filtering
method. In Bob’s example, the forecasting will base on
the historical data of Server S2, if S2 contains other
users’ historical QoS data with respect to the YouTube
video provisioning; otherwise the forecasting will base
on the result obtained in Step 2, namely other users’
historical QoS data with respect to the YouTube video
provisioning from servers within a radius of 100 m.

4.2 Data Collection and Preprocessing
Let us take the user Bob watching a YouTube video on a bus
as an example. Edge server S1 in edge region A and edge
server S2 in edge region B respectively log some quality
data about this video service, e.g., resolution and response
time. It is required to collect these data from these dispersed
servers. In this paper, the complete edge geographical loca-
tion information and QoS attribute data are first collected
by employing the method in [17]. We download the open
source data set based on the link provided in [17], followed
by data preprocessing. The data preprocessing consists of
the following steps.

4.2.1 Edge Region Division
Region division is implemented upon latitude and longi-
tude values. It is mainly divided into three steps. Step 1: we
target the latitude and longitude values of the geographic
locations in the data set. Step 2: the non-repeated positions
are selected as the locations of the edge servers. Step 3: the
edge region is formed according to the density distribution
of the edge servers.

The edge region partition is explained in terms of our
experimental data set. First, the edge servers are positioned
according to the latitude and longitude values of the ge-
ographic locations in the data set. For example, (-86.9162,
40.4249) and (-122.2536, 37.8668) are in North America,
(9.1833,48.7667) and (-1.6743,48.112) are in Europe, and
(114.1667,22.25) and (139.69,35.69) are in Asia. Next, we
select the North America data set which contains the largest
number of edge servers as the experimental data set. The
North America data set contains 87 edge server locations
formed by 174 sets of latitude and longitude values.

Finally, the edge regions are formed according to the
density distribution of the 87 edge servers. The distribution
of North America is shown in Fig. 5. The distribution of our
another experimental data set – the Shanghai Telecom data
set is shown in Fig. 6.

4.2.2 Traditional QoS Data Set Processing
We do not need to consider the impact of environmental
factors on data set for QoS prediction in traditional environ-
ments. However, the existing QoS data set is inapplicable
for this research. This is because the edge environment has
the characteristics of fast response and real-time dynamics.
We use the following method to integrate the QoS attribute
values with the edge servers. First, the data of each QoS
attribute is organized in the form of a two-dimensional
matrix, where the rows correspond to services and the
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Fig. 5: Chart of North America area distribution

Fig. 6: Chart of Shanghai area distribution

columns correspond to service users. Each column refers
to the QoS attribute values of the service set invoked by a
single user, which is treated as a column vector. Second, this
matrix is divided into s sub-matrices which might be single-
column or multi-column matrices according to users’ actual
service accessing records in each edge server, where s is the
number of edge servers. This sub-matrix setting can be used
to locate the exact average QoS value of a specific service
that is provisioned over a specific edge server and accessed
by a specific user during a specific visit in the past. The
following shows an example of the matrix division, where
the data is obtained from our experimental data set. R is a
matrix of accessing records of response time for all the edge
servers. We identify t edge servers in the data set.

R =


0.4270 2.4930 1.0230 · · · 0.4280
0.6520 0.6880 0.5380 · · · 0.6120
0.6420 1.0530 0.8190 · · · 0.6280
0.3690 0.3970 0.5580 · · · 0.4730
0.1970 0.1920 0.2620 · · · 0.2340
0.1830 0.2060 0.2650 · · · 0.2330


The divided edge sub-matrix R′ is shown below after

QoS attribute values are merged with t edge servers. The
number of columns in each sub-matrix represents the num-
ber of user accessing records in each edge server.

R′1 =


0.4270
0.6520
0.6420
0.3690
0.1970
0.1830

R′2 =


2.4930 1.0230
0.6880 0.5380
1.0530 0.8190
0.3970 0.5580
0.1920 0.2620
0.2060 0.2650

 · · ·R′t =


0.4280
0.6120
0.6280
0.4730
0.2340
0.2330


4.2.3 Integrated Edge Service-QoS Data Set
The edge servers with geographic locations and the edge
sub-service set are fused to form an integrated edge service-
QoS data set after the edge region partitioning. The user set

in an edge server is U = {u1, u2, ..., un} and the accessed
edge service set is S = {s1, s2, ..., sk}, in which n and k
are all positive integers. The QoS attributes of the services
in our research mainly include response time and throughput.
The edge service data set thus consists of response time-
user matrices and throughput-user matrices, the sizes of
which are k ∗ n. The processed user service set has more
precise edge features, closer attribute associations, and more
accurate and reliable edge forecasting.

4.3 Noise Adding and Similar Users Searching
We collect the user Bob’s QoS data via Section 4.2. In this
section, we add noises to the data for privacy protection.
We then search for similar users to forecast QoS values. The
forecasting is applicable when Bob just moves to a new edge
region where there is no his previous accessing record.

Laplace mechanism in differential privacy focuses on
adding random noise values to disguise the original data by
training the privacy parameter ε (equation (3)). The random
number generated by the column vectors (defined in Section
4.2.2) is invariable, when the noise value is added to the
columns in the traditional differential privacy method. The
fixed random number in the mobile edge environment,
however, cannot satisfy the dynamic characteristic of QoS.
Our improved differential privacy method takes the QoS
data set in the mobile edge environment as input and
continuously updates the random numbers generated by
the column vectors in the data set. The dynamic random
number is able to enhance privacy protection by adapting
to the mobile edge environment. In the training process,
we continuously adjust the privacy parameter to achieve
its optimal value, when the prediction error is minimum.
The disguised data is closest to the real value, when the
minimum prediction error is achieved. We also use dy-
namic Laplace noise to further improve the integrated edge
service-QoS data set, and achieve the goal of accurate and
efficient QoS forecasting in the mobile edge environment.
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The input of Laplace mechanism is the original data set
g(x), and the output is X . b in the Laplace distribution
function is ∆f/ε, and its formula is:

X = g(x) + Laplace(∆f/ε) (6)

where ∆f is the extreme difference between two data set
vectors. Its definition in the integrated edge service-QoS
data set is:

∆f = max(ru,i − ru,j) (7)

where ru,i and ru,j respectively represent the QoS values
of service i and service j invoked by user u. In simpleness,
ε-differential privacy of user u is achieved by the following
equation:

Ru,i = ru,i + Laplace(∆f/ε) (8)

In the process of adding noise, the random number x in
the Laplace distribution function is updated continuously
to update the noise value Laplace(∆f/ε).

Let us take the edge QoS attribute value rt in the
experimental data as an example. We record the noise-
free original QoS data when a user accesses a service on
an edge server as rt = [rt1, rt2, · · · , rtk], where rtk is a
collection of the single QoS attribute values for a service k.
Rk = max(rtk)−min(rtk) represents the range of a single
service QoS vector. The attribute values of response time
RT = [RT1, RT2, · · · , RTk] are formed by adding the noise
value to the original data to achieve data privacy protection,
where RTk = zscore(rtk) + Laplace(Rk/ε).

The raw data is disguised by the improved differential
privacy algorithm during the first stage. Then we use the
disguised data to find similar users in addition to achieving
the goal of user privacy protection. Liu et al. [27] proposed
a method for QoS forecasting by adding Laplace noise
to raw data in the traditional environment. In this paper,
we heuristically optimize this QoS forecasting approach to
make it adapt to the edge environment.

The data in the edge environment has the characteristics
of real-time and quick updating. It is necessary for a user
who is accessing an edge server to consider whether or
not this edge server environment is similar to his/her own
edge server environment during the process of searching
for similar users. Usually the edge environment in the
same region is relatively similar while the edge environ-
ment in different regions is relatively different. Therefore,
distance is a decisive factor in the process of similar user
searching. Users are highly mobile in comparison to edge
servers. The former may switch among different servers
to invoke services. Therefore, we set the edge server that
the user is accessing as the center and the nearest integer
distance between the center and the closest edge server as
the initial radius. We incrementally increase the searching
distance based on the initial radius (i.e. initial radius * n
(n = 1, 2...)) to find similar users in other servers. The
edge server accessed by a user Un is denoted as b with
latitude and longitude values (α1, β1), and the edge server
accessed by other users to be searched is bi with latitude and
longitude values (α2, β2). We can use the following typical
Geographical Distance algorithm [41], [42] to calculate the
distance between edge servers.

dis(b, bi) = 2 ∗ 6371 ∗ asin(sqrt(hav(θ))) (9)

with

hav(θ) = sin2(
β1 − β2

2
) + cosβ1cosβ2sin

2(
α1 − α2

2
) (10)

The number of similar users may be further improved by
increasing the distance after getting the distance between
the user Un and other edge servers.

We first judge whether there are historical user accessing
records in the edge server b in the process of finding similar
users. The details of the user similarity measurement are
described in Step 2 of Fig. 4. If there are similar users, it
means that there is historical data in the edge server b, and
the forecasting will be realized by the collaborative filtering
method based on historical values. Otherwise, it means that
there is no historical data, so we need to continuously find
similar servers by increasing the distance. The process of
searching range expansion will stop, when the prediction
error first reaches to its minimum.

4.4 Edge QoS Forecasting

For the user Bob, when he accesses an edge server in a new
edge region, the video service quality forecasting is realized
based on 1) the historical QoS values of similar users in this
edge server if these historical values exist in the server, or
2) the historical QoS values of similar users in other edge
servers within a certain range.

Users need to perform z − score standardization pro-
cessing on QoS values before data disguising in order to
eliminate the difference between user data and guarantee
forecasting accuracy. The calculation formula of z− score is
as follows:

qu,i = (ru,i − ru)/ωu (11)

where ru and ωu respectively denote the mean value and
the standard deviation of QoS vector ru. The standardized
QoS data has zero mean and unit variance. The user data
is disguised based on the standardized data, which can be
expressed as:

Qu,i = qu,i + Laplace(∆f/ε) (12)

The discrete degree of noise addition is determined by
continuously adjusting the weights of privacy parameters ε.
ε impacts the Laplace distribution function (equation (2)) in
the process of noise addition. It is known that b = ∆f/ε, in
which b is inversely proportional to ε, and f(x) is inversely
proportional to b, so f(x) is proportional to ε. That is to say,
the smaller ε is, the smaller the added noise value is, the
smaller the privacy constraint is, the less the limitation of
the original data is, and the more accurate the forecasting
result is.

Users can only observe the disguised data but not the
real data in the process of similarity calculation after data
disguising, where Qu,i is used to calculate the similarity.
According to z − score standardization, standard deviation
ωu =

√∑
si∈S(ru,i − r̄u)2/Iu (Iu is the number of service

i invoked by user u) is substituted into equation (4) and
further simplified to equation (13):

Sim(u, v) =

∑
si∈S(ru,i − r̄u)(rv,i − r̄v)

ωuωv

√
IuIv

(13)
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Similarly, substituting qu,i = (ru,i − ru)/ωu in z standard-
ization into the above formula can obtain:

Sim(u, v) =

∑
si∈Squ,iqv,i√

IuIv
(14)

That is, the calculation of Similarity is simplified. To de-
scribe the process more clearly, we denote two raw QoS
data vectors as a = (a1, a2, · · · , an) and b = (b1, b2, · · · , bn)
respectively. The corresponding disguised QoS data vectors
are A = (A1, A2, · · · , An) and B = (B1, B2, · · · , Bn).
The scalar product between two vectors remains the same,
although the data are disguised. It is proved as follows:

AB =
∑n

i=1
AiBi

=
∑n

i=1
(ai + Laplace(∆fa/εa))(bi + Laplace(∆fb/εb))

=
∑n

i=1
(aibi + Laplace(∆fa/εa)Laplace(∆fb/εb))

+
∑n

i=1
(aiLaplace(∆fb/εb) + biLaplace(∆fa/εa))

(15)
where ai and Laplace(∆fb/εb) are two indepen-

dent vectors, and Laplace(∆fb/εb) satisfies the sym-
metric exponential distribution of the Laplace proba-
bility density function, when µ = 0. These make∑
aiLaplace(∆fb/εb) ≈ 0,

∑
biLaplace(∆fa/εa) ≈ 0,∑

Laplace(∆fa/εa)Laplace(∆fb/εb) ≈ 0. Finally, It can be
proved that AB =

∑
aibi = ab. The following equation can

be obtained by substituting it into Equation (14):

Sim(u, v) ≈
∑

si∈SQu,iQv,i√
IuIv

(16)

The similarity calculation can still be performed with the
disguised data while the real data is hidden. Sim(u, v) is
between the intervals [0,1]. The larger the value, the higher
the similarity between two users.

Algorithm 1 Edge forecasting method by Laplace

Require: User u accesses Edge Server b, Nearby edge server
bi, Service s invoked jointly, Disguised QoS Data ds;

Ensure: Edge QoS forecasting value
1: v as other accessing user in edge server b;
2: vi as accessing user in edge server bi;
3: Calculating distance of b and bi;
4: Judging the number of v when dis == 0;
5: if number(v)>0 then
6: Similar userset.add(user(v)), v + +;
7: QoS value forecasting;
8: else
9: find other similar user vi in bi;

10: dis+ +;
11: vi + +;
12: The search process will stop when the minimum

prediction error appears;
13: Find similar userset vi via ds of s within dis λ;
14: Best distance λ recommendation;
15: Get similar userset vi;
16: QoS value forecasting;
17: end if

Based on Algorithm 1 and equation (15), the QoS value
of service i that is invoked by user u can be predicted
directly by the following formula:

q′u,i = Qu +

∑
v∈Simu

Sim(u, v)(Qv,i −Qv)∑
v∈Simu

Sim(u, v)
(17)

where Qu and Qv are the average disguised QoS values of
the service sets respectively invoked by user u and v, and
Qv,i represents the disguised value of service i invoked by
user v. After the QoS forecasting, the anti-standardization
process is performed to get the value before the z-score stan-
dardization according to the mean(u) and standard deviation
std(u) of the original data of user u. This makes the Edge-
Laplace QoS forecasting approach more accurate.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, a set of dedicated experiments are performed
to explore the following basic research questions:

• RQ1: What is the best privacy parameter value that
can effectively protect user privacy while guarantee-
ing prediction accuracy for Edge-Laplace QoS?

• RQ2: What is the effect of searching distance on edge
prediction in Edge-Laplace QoS?

• RQ3: How does Top-k recommendation affect the
efficiency of edge prediction?

• RQ4: Is Edge-Laplace QoS more efficient than the
state-of-the-art traditional forecasting approaches?

5.1 Data Set
We use two data sets to ensure the completeness of the
experiment and the effectiveness of the method. The first
part of the data 2 is the real-world QoS evaluation results
of 5825 Web services used by 339 users and the geographic
location information of the service users derived from the
open source data set. The above Web service QoS data
mainly includes two QoS attributes – response time (RT)
and throughput (TP). We use the historical data of these
two attributes to predict the future attribute values. In this
data set, each set of user information contains IP address,
geographic location, etc. We use Baidu Map 3 to locate the
edge regions based on the geographic location information,
and select the North America region that contains the largest
amount of data as an experimental data set. The edge server
information of different countries in North America data set
is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1: North America dataset information

Server ID IP Address Country Latitude Longitude

5 128.31.1.13 United States 42.3646 -71.1028

16 142.104.21.241 Canada 48.4202 -123.3671

57 136.145.115.194 Puerto Rico 18.25 -66.5

The second part of the data 4 [23], [43] mainly comes
from more than 7.2 million records generated by 9481
mobile phones that access 3233 base stations in the Shang-
hai Telecom System. The base station location information

2. https://github.com/wsdream/wsdream-dataset
3. http://map.yanue.net/
4. http://sguangwang.com/TelecomDataset.html
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mainly includes two attributes: latitude and longitude, which
are used to locate the edge servers. We randomly select the
records of 339 mobile users with unique IDs to perform
the experiment. The edge server information of different
districts in the Shanghai data set is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2: Shanghai dataset information

Server ID Historical access
Times

District Latitude Longitude

3 0 Huangpu 31.241131 121.487911

22 14 Pudong 31.240874 121.518086

68 4 Hongkou 31.256232 121.498254

Our integrated edge service-QoS data set contains two
edge regions, including 87 edge servers in North America and
95 edge servers in Shanghai. Their division and distribution
are described and illustrated in Section 4.2.1. The numbers
of edge servers with historical data in North America and
Shanghai are 60 and 67. There are 174 and 339 sets of
QoS accessing records (RT and TP) in North America and
Shanghai.

5.2 Metrics

The experiment intuitively compares the forecasting per-
formance between several candidate approaches based on
MAE (Mean Absolute Error) and RMSE (Root Mean Square
Error):

MAE =

∑∣∣qu,i − q′u,i∣∣
N

(18)

where qu,i is the true value of service i, q′u,i is the forecasting
value of service i, andN is the number of predicted services.
MAE can better reflect the actual forecasting error and
accuracy.

RMSE =

√∑
(qu,i − q′u,i)2

N
(19)

RMSE can indicate the relative error rates and reflect the
stability of forecasting.

5.3 Experimental Procedure

It is expected that the experiments can prove that the
proposed edge QoS forecasting approach, featured with
1) adding constantly updated Laplace noise to the edge
data set and 2) using the distance method to find similar
users, can effectively improve the forecasting efficiency and
protect the user privacy. The experiments are implemented
in a computer system with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8250U CPU
@1.60GHz, 8.00GB RAM, Windows 10, and matlab 7.13 .

We design the following comparative approaches after
preprocessing the North America regional and Shanghai re-
gional edge data sets.

- Trad-LUMEAN: A privacy protection oriented QoS
mean value forecasting approach based on Laplace
mechanism. It employs the traditional cloud envi-
ronment data set. The centralized data processing
is implemented on the data set, i.e., similar users

searching is not affected by distance, regions and
other environmental factors.

- Trad-LUPCC: A Laplace privacy protection oriented
QoS forecasting approach based on user similarity. It
employs the traditional cloud environment data set.

- Edge-Laplace QoS: A privacy protection oriented QoS
forecasting approach with Laplace noise. It bases on
the mobile edge environment data set.

- Edge-NonLaplace QoS: A QoS forecasting approach
based on collaborative filtering. It bases on the mo-
bile edge environment data set.

We adjust the privacy parameter and dynamically up-
date the random number to add noise value to the original
data. We then select the parameter with the minimum
RMSE value to carry on the follow-up experiment. Next, we
analyze the influence of the distance between edge servers
on the forecasting results and attempt to discover the best
distance and the optimal Top-k similar users, on which
the forecasting can obtain higher precision. This method is
demonstrated to have better forecasting accuracy and pri-
vacy protection effect compared with the traditional collab-
orative filtering forecasting approaches. The experimental
steps are briefly described as follows:
(1) We add the continuously updated Laplace noise to the

edge data set to achieve a better trade-off between
forecasting accuracy and privacy protection effect. The
Laplace noise is updated by increasing the privacy pa-
rameter from 0.5 to 5. The increment is 0.5 each time.

(2) We retrieve similar users based on the service attribute
values that are disguised by the noise addition. We treat
the edge server accessed by the user as the center of
the circle and continuously increase the radius to find
similar users in the surrounding edge servers. The North
America users use a kilometer as the measuring unit and
the Shanghai users use a meter as the measuring unit
according to the scale of the experimental data. The best
search distance is obtained according to the lowest error
value (i.e., MAE or RMSE) for the predicted value. The
experimental servers are randomly selected among three
edge servers – with null accessing records, medium
accessing records or maximum accessing records.

(3) We employ the collaborative filtering method to predict
the QoS attribute values. We first determine whether
there are other recorded users in the edge server being
accessed by the user, i.e., the central server. If the result
is positive, the QoS attribute values are predicted based
on the historical QoS attribute values; otherwise the QoS
attribute values are predicted based on the historical
data of similar users in the edge servers within the best
distance obtained by Step 2 of Fig. 4. The number of Top-
k similar users in the edge environment is recommended
for the collaborative filtering based prediction after the
forecasting is completed.

5.4 Experimental Results

5.4.1 Impact of Privacy Parameter
The RT and TP forecasting results on the traditional data
set and the edge data set are respectively shown in Fig. 7
and Fig. 8. The results show that the RMSE values in the
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edge environment are significantly smaller than those in the
traditional environment. In addition, the trend of the error
curve shows that, the dispersion degree of the noise value
becomes larger and the forecasting error rises, when the
privacy parameter ε increases. In summary, the final fore-
casting result is more accurate when the privacy parameter
value is smaller, where the smaller value indicates a looser
privacy constraint and less restriction on the original data.
Accordingly the data is disguised with a privacy parameter
of 0.5 in the following experiment.
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Fig. 7: Forecasting performance of RT on RMSE: (a) in
traditional environment, (b) in edge environment.
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Fig. 8: Forecasting performance of TP on RMSE: (a) in
traditional environment, (b) in edge environment.

5.4.2 Impact of Searching Distance

Our next experiment is to assess how distance between
two edge servers (the central and the surrounded) impacts
the forecasting accuracy. Two groups of three edge servers
with different properties (i.e., null, medium and maximum
accessing records) are randomly picked respectively from
the North America and Shanghai data sets to perform the
experiments. Taking TP data as an example, the experiment
of MAE and RMSE with varied distance is first carried out
in the North America data set.

Fig. 9(a) and 9(b) show variations of the forecasting error
values with the increasing distance for searching the similar
users for the user that accesses Edge Server 3 in the North
America data set. In the North America data set, there is
no historical accessing record in Edge Server 3. It can be
seen that the error values both reduce when the distance is
increased from 20 km to 40 km. They reach a reliably low
state in 40 km. Therefore, the best distance for similar user
searching is 40 km when accessing Edge Server 3. Table 3

TABLE 3: Distribution of similar servers and users for North
America Edge Server 3

Number

Distance
20km 30km 40km 50km 60km

Similar edge server 2 4 8 9 10

Similar user 4 7 14 16 17

shows the distribution of similar edge servers and users in
different distances from Edge Server 3.

Edge Server 30 locally contains two similar historical
user accessing records, which is close to the average storage
per server. The error values of Fig. 9(c) and 9(d) generally
keep on rising. The forecasting accuracy reaches the highest
near 10 km. There is no other edge server within 10 km.
Therefore, Edge Server 30 obtains the best forecasting result
based on its own historical data. Edge Server 70 has the
largest number (seven) of historical user accessing records
in the data set. From Fig. 9(e) and 9(f), it can be seen that the
variations of the error values are relatively smaller when the
distance is within 45 km. Both MAE and RMSE obtain the
minimum values when the distance is 15 km. There is only
Edge Server 70 itself within 15 km according to the statistics.

Similarly, three edge servers are randomly picked from
the Shanghai data set. The experimental results are shown in
Fig. 10. Among the three servers, Edge Server 3 stores zero
historical user accessing record, Edge Server 36 contains
four historical user records, close to the average in the data
set, and Edge Server 16 has fourteen user records, which is
the largest. From Fig. 10(a) and 10(b), it can be seen that the
optimal distance for Edge Server 3 to find similar users is
1300 m. Table 4 shows that there are twenty-three similar
edge servers and seventy-four similar users within 1300 m.

TABLE 4: Distribution of similar servers and users for Shang-
hai Edge Server 3

Number

Distance
900m 1100m 1300m 1500m 1700m

Similar edge server 13 19 23 29 30

Similar user 41 62 74 101 102

Fig. 10(c) and 10(d) show that the forecasting error
values are smallest within the initial distance (200 m). It can
be concluded Edge Server 36 achieves the best forecasting
result based on its own historical data, where there are four
similar users. Fig. 10(e) and 10(f) show that Edge Server 16
obtains both the minimum error values in 300 m. There is
only itself within 300 m according to the statistics.

These two groups of experiments show that the privacy-
preserving forecasting based on the historical data of the
queried edge server can achieve the best forecasting accu-
racy, when there are historical records in the server; the best
result relies on the geographic distribution of the similar
edge servers and users, when there is no historical record in
the queried server.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 9: Forecasting performance of the North America Edge
Servers on MAE and RMSE with increasing distance: Fore-
casting MAE of (a) Edge Server 3, (c) Edge Server 30, and (e)
Edge Server 70, and Forecasting RMSE of (b) Edge Server 3,
(d) Edge Server 30, and (f) Edge Server 70.

5.4.3 Impact of Top-k Recommendation

The experiments on North America Edge Server 3 and Shang-
hai Edge Server 3 prove that the appropriate Top-k similar
user recommendation makes the forecasting more accurate
when accessing the edge servers without historical data. We
conduct experiments to assess how the number of similar
users influence the QoS forecasting accuracy of the above
two edge servers, given the optimal distances for similar
user searching obtained in the above experiments. Tables
3 and 4 list the number of similar edge servers and users
of the two edge servers in certain distances. 14 and 74
are respectively the number of similar users in the two
edge servers’ optimal searching distances obtained in the
previous section. We conduct the following experiment to
find the exact numbers of similar users that minimize the
prediction error. We take 14 and 74 as the midpoints, and
increase and decrease the number of similar users from
the midpoints according to the degree of user density. The
recommended Top-k in the North America experiment is in
the range [4,24], and that in the Shanghai experiment is in
the range [54,94]. The error values varied with the growing
Top-k are shown in Fig. 11. It can clearly be observed that

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 10: Forecasting performance of the Shanghai Edge
Servers on MAE and RMSE with increasing distance: Fore-
casting MAE of (a) Edge Server 3, (c) Edge Server 36, and (e)
Edge Server 16, and Forecasting RMSE of (b) Edge Server 3,
(d) Edge Server 36, and (f) Edge Server 16.

the optimal Top-k for the North America experiment is 15 and
for the Shanghai experiment is 74.

The following experiments are based on these obtained
optimal Top-k values to verify if the Top-k recommendation
can improve prediction accuracy. Two edge servers without
historical accessing records are randomly picked from each
of the two data sets, which are Edge Server 13 and 19 in
North America and Edge Server 59 and 60 in Shanghai.

As shown in Fig. 12, the abscissa is the distance be-
tween the accessed edge server and the surrounding edge
servers, and the ordinate is the MAE of the prediction result
of the QoS attribute TP. The Top-k user recommendation
method refers to the forecasting based on k users with the
highest similarity among surrounding edge servers, while
the non-user recommendation is based on all users in the
surrounding edge servers. If the number of similar users
does not reach the k-value in some search distances, the Top-
k method will select as many users as possible. Obviously,
the number of similar users reaches 15 in the search distance
of 55 km when accessing North America Edge Server 13. The
error value tends to be stable near 60 km and the error
value with Top-15 method is significantly smaller than that
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without Top-15. The number of similar users is 15 in the
search distance of 75 km when accessing North America Edge
Server 19. The best forecasting performance is achieved in
the search distance of 105 km.

(a) (b)

Fig. 11: Forecast for the number of Top-k on MAE: (a) access
North America edge server, (b) access Shanghai edge server.

(a) (b)

Fig. 12: Effect of with Top-15 for different North America edge
servers: (a) Edge Server 13, (b) Edge Server 19.

The distance-aware forecasting error values of Shanghai
Edge Servers 59 and 60 are shown in Fig. 13. The forecast-
ing error values with Top-74 are significantly smaller than
those without Top-74. Hence, it can be concluded that Top-
k similar user recommendation is an important factor to
achieve high forecasting accuracy in the privacy-based QoS
forecasting approach in the edge environment.

(a) (b)

Fig. 13: Effect of with Top-74 for different Shanghai edge
servers: (a) Edge Server 59, (b) Edge Server 60.

5.4.4 Comparison Experiment
We compare the performance among the Laplace-based
QoS average prediction approach in the traditional envi-
ronment (Trad-LUMEAN), the user similarity-based Laplace

QoS forecasting approach in the traditional environment
(Trad-LUPCC), the collaborative filtering-based QoS fore-
casting approach in the mobile edge environment (Edge-
NonLaplace QoS), and the privacy protection oriented QoS
forecasting approach based on Laplace distribution in the
mobile edge environment (Edge-Laplace QoS). We respec-
tively select 10%, 20% and 50% (i.e., the matrix density)
of the data from Shanghai and North America data sets as
training data. We use the remainders as testing data. The
training data is used to compute the similarity between two
users via their jointly invoked services. The testing data is
used to verify the prediction accuracy of our approach. The
results are shown in Table 5 and Table 6.

Table 5 shows the variations on MAE and RMSE of the
RT data with the increasing matrix density when accessing
the Shanghai edge servers. It can clearly be seen that the
forecasting error value is smaller in the edge environment
than that in traditional environments. Therefore, it is more
accurate to invoke services in the edge environment. We find
that the similarity between edge servers becomes stable with
the increasing matrix density by observing the horizontal
change of the table. The error value of the proposed Edge-
Laplace QoS forecasting approach steadily decreases and is
slightly larger than that of the Edge-NonLaplace approach,
when the matrix density increases from 10% to 50%.

The approach is applied to forecast the TP data in the
North America edge servers to further verify the generality
of the approach. Table 6 shows the error statistics of the
forecasting results on different matrix densities. It again
indicates that the forecasting effectiveness in the edge en-
vironment is obviously better than that in the traditional
environment with the increase of the matrix density. In
addition, the error value of the proposed Edge-Laplace QoS
approach steadily decreases. The error value is close to the
error value of the Edge-NonLaplace QoS approach.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Existing QoS forecasting approaches cannot cater for the
demand in mobile edge computing on time sensitivity, high
user mobility and information leakage prevention. We pro-
pose a novel privacy-preserving QoS forecasting approach
for the edge environment named Edge-Laplace QoS.

In the future, first, we plan to investigate the chang-
ing trend of QoS attribute values in the edge service-user
data sets for more accurate prediction. Second, the current
approach only tunes the privacy parameter in the Laplace
mechanism. Actually some other parameters of the Laplace
distribution function can also be optimized.
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TABLE 5: Accuracy comparison of RT data forecasting results

Methods
Matrix Density=10% Matrix Density=20% Matrix Density=50%

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

Response Time
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Edge-Laplace QoS 0.6565 0.9952 0.5092 0.7654 0.4003 0.7076

TABLE 6: Accuracy comparison of TP data forecasting results

Methods
Matrix Density=10% Matrix Density=20% Matrix Density=50%

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

Throughput
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Trad-LUPCC 10.3923 15.4455 8.8030 16.5170 6.4092 14.6721

Edge-NonLaplace QoS 7.7251 14.8957 6.3688 12.8500 5.1731 11.2815

Edge-Laplace QoS 7.8009 14.9343 6.7608 12.8904 5.8509 11.5083

Research Council. The statements made herein are solely the
responsibility of the authors.
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